My 12 Favorite Bugs

Praying mantis: they eat other bugs and know kung fu

Ant lion: they eat other bugs and are the definition of patience

Centipede: they eat cock roaches which makes them the “god” of bugs, to me

Bag worm: perfectly adaptively camouflaged, they graze on microbes

Dragon fly: they can hover and as juveniles, aquatically eat other bugs and stuff including mosquito larvae

Lady bug: eat ugly plant parasite scales

Bumble bee: can hover and are seriously massive plus they live in the ground out of sight

Wolf spider: “mini tarantulas”, they’re beautiful, eat other bugs, and their web is discreet

Fire ant: if we’re Goliath, they’re David

Fire fly: [if I have to put a reason here, you know nothing about bugs]

Mud wasp: very cool discreet home

May fly: as innocuous as bag worm but more beautiful
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